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Abstract—We investigate the role of polarization in sparse 

differential microwave imaging for the breast-cancer localization. We 

consider two types of antenna arrays, placed around realistic 

inhomogeneous breast models. In the first case, the antennas are vertical 

with respect to the chest wall, whereas in the second case, the antennas 

are located in the horizontal planes, parallel to the chest wall. In the 

approximate linear model, we use numerically computed three-

dimensional (3-D) Green's functions, assuming that the breast tissue 

parameters are known from the previous measurements. By introducing 

some deviation in the permittivity of the breast tissues, we compare the 

estimation accuracy yielded by different array configurations and assess 

the robustness of the sparse approach. 

Keywords—microwave imaging; sparse processing; breast 

cancer localization 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

In the recent years, there has been a growing interest in 
microwave medical imaging [1]-[6]. Compared to  
conventional technologies, the main advantages of microwave 
imaging systems are their portability, low-cost, and non-
ionizing radiation.  

In this paper, we consider the application of sparse 
processing [7] for the breast-cancer localization. Compressive 
sensing or sparse imaging is known to yield clean and focused 
images with suppressed artifacts [8]. These techniques are 
particularly suitable in cases in which targets occupy only a 
fraction of the observed domain. Hence, there is a great 
perspective in applying the sparse processing in differential 
microwave imaging where the goal is to locate small changes 
in the breast tissue (i.e., lesions) that appeared between 
consecutive measurements.  

In this framework, we investigate the utilization of two 
differently polarized arrays. In the first case, the antennas are 
vertically placed, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). This measurement 
configuration is analogous to the transverse magnetic (TM) 
polarization in the two-dimensional geometry (2-D). In the 
second case, which is depicted in Fig. 1(b), the antennas are 
placed horizontally. This measurement configuration 
corresponds to the transverse electric (TE) polarization in 2-D 
geometry. In the considered models, we took the trans-
polarization fully into account. 

As a healthy breast model, we used a realistic 3-D breast 
phantom based on magnetic resonance imaging [9], [10]. We 
assumed that permittivity and conductivity distribution of the 
breast model are known up to some extent. We studied the 
influence of the array polarization to the algorithm robustness 
[11] against the tissue parameter errors. 

II. MEASUREMENT MODEL 

 

We consider a measurement scenario depicted in Fig. 1. An 

unknown target or lesion (illustrated as a green inclusion) is 

located inside a non-magnetic inhomogeneous breast tissue.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 1.  Two measurement configurations and the adopted coordinate system: 

(a) quasi-TM polarization and (b) quasi-TE polarization. 
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For determining the lesion location, we compare antenna 

arrays with different polarizations. Fig. 1(a) shows the first 

array consisting of the antennas parallel to the x-axis (quasi TM 

polarization). Fig. 1(b) shows the second array, in which the 

antennas are parallel to the z0y plane of the adopted coordinate 

system (quasi TE polarization).  

We define the scattered field as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )rΕrΕrΕ bs −= ,  (1)  

where r denotes the field point, Ε  is the electric field vector 

measured when the lesion is inside the breast, and bΕ  is the 

electric field vector obtained for the healthy breast. The field 

scattered from an electrically small target is approximately 

[12] 

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) V∆ε−εω≈ '','j bbs rErrGrrΕ , (2)  

where 'r  is the source position vector (coinciding with the 

lesion location), ( )',b rrG  is the Dyadic Green's function 

computed for the healthy breast, ( )'rE is the total field inside 

the breast with the lesion, bε  is the permittivity of the healthy 

breast, ε  is the permittivity of the lesion ( )bε≠ε , and V∆ is 

the volume of the lesion. For weak scatterers, (2) becomes 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) V∆ε−εω≈ '',j bbbs rErrGrΕ , (3)  

where ( )'b rE  is the field inside the healthy breast (i.e., the 

background medium). Assuming that the antennas in the array 

are electrically short dipoles and that the ith antenna is 

transmitting, the field in the background medium is 

 ( ) ( ) iiI hrrGrΕ ⋅≈ ,'' b0b , hi =h , ,,,1 Mi K=   (4)  

where 0I  is the current at the antenna port; ir  is the location 

of the ith antenna; ih  is the vector parallel to the axis of the 

ith dipole and in the direction of the current; and M is the total 

number of the antennas in the array. The scattered field at the 

jth receiver is  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) VIiijj ∆⋅ε−εω≈ 0bbbs ,'',j hrrGrrGrΕ , (5) 

where jr  is the location of the jth antenna. Due to reciprocity, 

(5) becomes 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) VIiijj ∆⋅ε−εω≈ 0b

T

bbs ,','j hrrGrrGrΕ , (6)  

Finally, the received signal is  

 ( ) jij hErr ⋅−=ε s, , ,,,1 Mj K=  (7) 

where jh  is the vector in the direction of the current of the jth 

antenna and parallel to its axis. 

III. SPARSE MODEL 

We search for the target (lesion) on a uniform 3-D grid 

inside the breast volume. Assuming that there is a target at 

each node simultaneously, we derive a linear model 

 
( )

cGe yzx

ii = , (8) 

 ( ) ( )[ ]T

1 ,, iMii rrrre εε= K , (9) 

 
[ ]T

1 Ncc K=c , (10)  

where ie  is the vector of the received signals when the ith 

antenna is transmitting, x

iG  is the system matrix 

corresponding to the antennas parallel to the x-axis, yz

iG  is the 

system matrix corresponding to the antennas parallel to the yz 

plane, and c  is the unknown vector whose elements are 

proportional to the contrast functions of the grid elements. In 

both cases, we assume that all antennas receive signals. We 

combine the measurement models (8)-(10) related to different 

transmitters into one set of equations 

 
( )

cGe yzx= , (11) 

where e is the stacked measurement vector, and G is the total 

system matrix 
( )yzxG . Since the target occupies only a few 

grid nodes, we apply the 1l  regularization to emphasize the 

significant elements of the solution vector c  

 { }
1

2

2
minˆ cGcec

c
λ+−= ,  (12)  

where ĉ  is the estimated coefficient vector and λ  is the 

regularization parameter. The first term on the right-hand side 

of (12) minimizes the error between the estimated model and 

the measurements, whereas the second term minimizes the 

number of the significant elements of the solution vector. The 

regularization parameter (λ), balances between those 

requirements. To compute the regularization parameter, we 

use the L-curve method [13]. 
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IV. BREAST MODEL 

To compare differently polarized arrays, we used the 
inhomogeneous breast model (Breast ID: 012204) provided by 
the UWCEM Numerical Breast Phantom Repository [9]. We 
discretized a continuous range of the breast permittivity and 
conductivity values into seven homogeneous domains [14]. In 
the first two rows of the Table 1, we give the associated tissue 
parameters. Approximately, the domain #1 corresponds to the 
fatty region, the domains #2-4 belong to the transitional tissue, 
and the domains #5-7 correspond to the fibro-glandular tissue.  
Besides, the permittivity and the conductivity of the skin were 

39r =ε  and S/m9.0=σ , respectively. By changing the 

properties of one voxel ( mm5mm5mm5 ×× ), we added the 

tumor in the model. The permittivity and the conductivity of 

the tumor were 56r =ε  and S/m1=σ , respectively.   

In Fig. 2, we show the outer appearance of the breast 
phantom, along with the arrays corresponding to the quasi TM 
and TE polarization. Fig. 3 illustrates the position of the tumor 
inside the phantom. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 2. Antenna arrays used in the numerical simulations: (a) quasi TM 

polarization or x-polarization and (b) qausi TE polarization or yz polarization. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Position of the lesion inside the breast illustrated for horizontally 

polarized antennas (quasi TE case). 

TABLE I.  DOMAIN PERMITTIVITIES 

Domain 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

σ [S/m] 0.06 0.21 0.36 0.49 0.68 0.93 1.28 

εr 5 15 24 32 42 51 60 

εr_err 5.7 15.6 23 30.7 43.7 53 62.4 

 

V. NUMERICAL MODEL 

The arrays consisted of 80 dipoles placed around the breast 

model. The operating frequency was GHz1=f . The length 

of a dipole was cm2=h . To compute the array response and 

the Dyadic Green’s functions, we used the software WIPL-D 
Pro [15]. We corrupted the measurement data by adding white 
Gaussian noise. We defined the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
with respect to the power of the scattered field. 

As the benchmark, we considered the ideal case, in which 
the parameters of the tissues were exactly known. The size of 

the search grid was zyx NNN ×× , where 10=xN , 20=yN , 

20=zN . The algorithm searched for the target in all 

4000=zyx NNN  points simultaneously. In Fig. 4, we show 

the result in the true plane. The elements of the solution vector 
in all other planes were zero. Even for values of the SNR as 
low as SNR = 0 dB, the target was located correctly. 

In the second case, the permittivities of all domains were 
altered for 4%. The permittivity values used in the simulations 
were given in the last row of the Table 1. Fig. 5 shows the 
result of the sparse algorithm when the antennas were parallel 
to the x-axis. The true target was located in the right position 
and plane. However, there was also a false target due to the 
ambiguities in the breast tissue parameters. In Fig.  6, we 
present the localization result related to the antennas parallel 
to the yz plane. The true target was located at the right place. 
However, the ghost targets appeared in other plane (Fig. 7). 
Hence, the position of the true target was the same in both 
cases. In contrast, the false targets were at different positions 
for the two arrays. Hence, using different polarizations may 
help in increasing the sensitivity of the algorithm and in 
eliminating the false targets. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We considered the sparse processing framework for the 
breast cancer localization using microwave measurements 
obtained with differently polarized arrays. We showed that 
when the tissue parameters are not completely known, array 
versatility is important for improving the estimation accuracy 
and for distinguishing between true and false targets.  
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Fig. 4. Result of the localization in the case when the paraters of the breast 
were completely known. The true plane. 

 

Fig. 5. Result of the localization in the case when the antennas are parallel to 

the x-axis and the breast tissue parameters are known with the 4% error. The 

targets were found in the true plane. 

 

Fig. 6. Result of the localization in the case when the antennas are parallel to 

the yz-plane and the breast tissue parameters are known with the 4% error. 

The true plane. 

 
Fig. 7. Result of the localization in the case when the antennas are parallel to 

the yz-plane and the breast tissue parameters are known with the 4% error. 

The plane separated by 1 cm from the true plane. 
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